
PC-Display Version History 
 
__ 1.53__ 
 Added shading under CO2 and respiration waveforms 
 Changed default alarm limits 
 
__ 1.52__  
 Expanded Breed to full number of characters for Avimark interface 
 
__ 1.51__  
 Complete re-write of Nag screen and file recording code. 
 
__ 1.50__  
 Avimark interface for non Banfield users 
 
__ 1.49__ 
 Fixed file naming bugs when patient ID and last name are changed 
  
__ 1.48__ 
 Fixed Banfield Nag screen recursion bug 
 
__ 1.47__ 
 Fixed New patient via disconnect bugs (Banfield) 
 Fixed DEMO recording bug 
 
__ 1.46__ 
 Cleaned up file save bug (Banfield) 
 Reduced Nag screen trip criteria to Patient Name and Last Name 
 Reduced width of Vet information fields 
 Added message box to service terminal flash update routine. 
 
__ 1.45__ 
 Fixed some more nag screen bug in Banfield version 
 Fixed alarm bug introduced by nag screen 
 Added Dental Scalar rejection mode. 
 
__ 1.44__ 
 Fixed more nag screen bugs in Banfield version 
 Fixed Apnea alarm bug 
 Changed connection thread to require patient information prior to 
  attempting a connection 
 Changed default CO2 inspired low alarm to be disabled 
 
__ 1.42__ 
 Added Monitoring Guidelines to Help menu 
 Added BP Error Messages 
 
__ 1.41__ 
 Added Bluetooth compatibility with Windows XP SP3 
 Added Monitoring Guidelines to help screen 
 Updated manual. 

Fully implemented Banfield nag screen. 
  
__ 1.40__ 
 Fixed Banfield nag screen bug caused when closing out application while  
 recording with no Patient data entry 
 



__ 1.39__ 
 Darkened CO2 trace on printer output 
 Added remote menu for cuff size selection when BP measurement is started 
 Updated Manual 
 Fixed configuration bug with VetGard I 
 Added conformation message box after zeroing command is sent to gas probe 
 Added nag screen (Banfield only) to ask for Patient data entry at exit 
 
__ 1.38__ 
 Changed border color on main display from white to gray 
 Updated Remote Switcher for non XP/SP2 users 
 Changed CO2 print waveform width and color 
 
__ 1.37__ 
 Added ability to save CO2 waveform to .pve file 
 Added CO2 save configuration switch 
 Added Demo watermark for display and printout from PC-Display 
 Changed patient data entry dialog to birth date or age 
 Added a field to patient data entry for first/last name 
 Added hospital info setup in configuration for Banfield 
 Changed filenames to include patient_clientlastname_hospitalnum_xxxx.pve 
 Fixed tab selection on patient data entry 

Increased status display size of the date, time and continuous ECG counter 
Fixed reconnect bug 
Fixed Banfield N2O bug 
Fixed Banfield CO2 tab bug 

 
__ 1.33__ 
 Added Import and Export for settings 
 Added pull down menus and customization for patient data entry 
 Changed filenames to include Patient_Owner_Clinic_xxxx.pve 
 Added EULA to install 
 
__ 1.32__ 
 Added breakout and clarification of CO2 probe error messages. 
 Decreased PC-Vet com message processing interval  
 Fixed PC-Vet leads off bug introduced in v1.31 
 
__ 1.31__ 

Fixed single instance capability in Edit Default Config. 
CO2 reorder message breakout to CO2_Reorder.txt input file 
Fixed PC-Vet manufacturing terminal bug 
Fixed mouse over icon ID bug 
Added Support_URL.txt customization. 
 
Banfield Build changes 
Added separate Banfield Build 
Added Banfield Configuration Lockouts for Defaults and Vet Info 
Eliminated splash screen for Banfield build 
Vmed, VetGard+ names swapped for Banfield, PetProtect 

 
__ 1.30__ 
 Added Manufacturing over ride for password to get into service terminal 
 
___1.29___ 

-        Added Watermark for Demo report printouts SYS-3008  
-        Fixed intermittent exception bug when printing 



-        Added Banfield “AutoSave” feature SYS-3003 
-        Layed in groundwork for “CO2 save” option. 
-        Added Banfield “Single Instance” feature SYS-3011 
-        Disabled Keyhits from remote from working while in Service Terminal for 

mfg test. 
-        Updated online manual. 

  
___1.28___ 

-        Resolved reported issue with random numbers in episode vitals 
-        Fixed missing ECG beeps when PC-Display is minimized 
-        Resolved alarm issues 

  
___1.26___ 

-        Added in Phase-In suggestions from host validation 
-        Changed to MSI installer 

  
___1.25___ 

- Reduced CPU load significantly 
 

___1.23___ 
- Fixed file corruption bug on recorded ECG .pve files 

 
___1.22___ 
- Added ability for non-MS bluetooth users to connect to  
  multiple remotes without changing congig settings 
   
___1.21___ 
- Fixed bug that caused timeouts with remotes so that users 
  would frequently lose connection.  This also fixed many 
  problems with blood pressure not working. 
   
- Fixed bug where the respiration rate from the CO2 probe 
  would not go below 10 breaths per minute. 
 
- Went to a simpler version numbering scheme. 
 
. 
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___1.0.14___ 
- Added the inclusion of gas and blood pressure vitals 
  information to the patient episodes recorded while 
  connected to a VetGard+ remote.  Consequently, the 
  printed events now take up 4 lines on a page just so 
  they will all fit. 
 
. 
. 
___1.0.6___ 
- Official release. 


